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Old Macdonald Had A Farm A Baby Sing Along Board Book With Flaps To Lift Peek And Play Rhymes
An illustrated version of the traditional song describing the inhabitants of Old Macdonald's farm featuring die-cut pages.
Old MacDonald had a farm, E-I-E-I-O! This brand-new playset featuring the classic children s singalong song "Old MacDonald Had a Farm" will be the perfect addition to your child s library. With a chunky board book, a wooden tractor, and a playmat, little ones can read and play along as they go through the farm and meet cows, ducks, horses, and more! Join Old
MacDonald and his farmyard friends for a reading adventure. "
“Old MacDonald had a farm, E-I-E-I-O!” Spin, slide, and pull the tabs to bring this barnyard nursery rhyme to life! It's a fun day on the farm with Old MacDonald! Sing the nursery rhyme while pulling and sliding the tabs and spinning the wheels! Hop on the tractor, help playful pigs splash in the mud, see ducks waddle across the grass, watch the cows eat their breakfast,
and more. Children will love using the hands-on elements while bouncing along with Old MacDonald and his adorable farmyard animals!
A wholly original take on this beloved American anthem from renowned watercolor master, Gris Grimly--with a surprise twist ending bound to delight! Celebrated creator Gris Grimly, widely known for his gothic style illustrations, turns over a new creative leaf in his glorious interpretation of this beloved preschool anthem. Inspired by his son's love for Old MacDonald and
his own family's farming history, and with stunning, sweeping watercolor illustrations, and a surprise twist ending that kids will relish, Gris brings this beloved song to glorious new life. Young children will love reading and singing along as they join our nimble footed Farmer on his morning jaunt across the farmyard and he greets each of his farm animals and beckons
them to join his parade. Little ones will delight when the parade culminates in an unexpected e twist ending as Farmer opens the big red barn doors...and GASP...there's a BEAR hidden inside! With a moving artists' note from Gris explaining the history of this song, and his personal connection to it, this delightful retelling has all the makings of a classic.
Old MacDonald Had a Farm in Oregon
A Toddler Tuffable Edition (Book #3)
Old MacDonald Had a Farm
Construction on Old MacDonald’s farm leads to a new spin on the classic nursey rhyme in this colorful picture book you can read—and sing—aloud. Old MacDonald has some new friends on the farm: Old MacDonald had a farm E-I-E-I-O. And on that farm he had a . . . TRUCK?! With a DIG DIG here and a
SCOOP SCOOP there, this classic folk song just got revved up! Beloved machines—the excavator, dump truck, bulldozer, and more—will have vehicle enthusiasts of all ages reading and singing along. Fans of Old MacDonald Had a Boat and Old MacDonald’s Things That Go will love this entertaining
read (and sing-aloud book) with a surprise ending. Praise for Old MacDonald Had a Truck “A new twist on a classic story and song, this book is just pure fun.” —School Library Journal “Loads of infectious fun make this a read-aloud treat.” —Kirkus Reviews
Who lives on Old MacDonald's farm? Little children can enjoy the familiar rhyme, while having fun spotting all the animals in Ben Mantle's delightful illustrations. A series of board books featuring traditional tales and rhymes. Just the right size for little hands to hold. Familiar refrains
and repeated phrases encourage everyone listening to join in.
A warm reimagining of the beloved folk song with a surprising new twist! Take children on a musical journey through Old MacDonald's farm to learn the sounds of farm animals - and find out what surprises might be in store for Old MacDonald himself! Jane Cabrera accompanies this sing-along
classic with high-spirited illustrations and a refreshing text that will have young readers and parents eagerly turning the pages. Jane Cabrera's picture books have received worldwide attention and two Oppenheim Toy Portfolio awards. Her colorful twists on traditional nursery rhymes are a
delight to both teachers and parents hoping to engage toddlers in the act of reading.
The traditional song is presented on board pages depicting animals and their young, along with the sounds that they make.
E-I-E-I-O How Old MacDonald Got His Farm (with a Little Help From a Hen)
Old MacDonald Had a Farm in Washington
Pete the Cat: Old MacDonald Had a Farm
Old MacDonald had a farm . . . in Montana! In this delightful Montana twist on the familiar farm tune, the elk goes grunt grunt here, the gray wolf goes Ooooooo there, and everywhere there's lots of Montana pride! This chunky layered board book cleverly reveals each Montana animal and, when closed, forms an adorable pickup truck! Friendly Montana animals and scenery fill the pages of this
irresistible book for kids.
An illustrated version of the traditional song describing the inhabitants of Old Macdonald's farm. Some pages are die-cut, to enable the images to be moved.
"Learn the animals that call Oregon home in this fun rendition of the favorite children's song!" -- back cover.
Here's a fresh new Little Golden Book edition of the classic children's singalong song, brought to life by a popular illustrator!
Old MacDonald Had A Farm
Toddler Tuffables: Old MacDonald Had a Farm
Pete the Cat: Old MacDonald Had a Farm Sound Book

Old MacDonald Had a FarmNorth South Books
Look through the peep-hole on each page of this colorful book and watch Old MacDonald as he goes about his chores. Can you guess what animal is to come? A delightful, engaging twist on a traditional song
A fun way for children to learn about farm animals and the sounds they make! Old MacDonald (played by Vinko the Bear) is having a typical day on the farm: he feeds the chickens and collects their eggs as
pasture and “moo-moo;” he shears the wool off a sheep as the other sheep envy the newly shorn sheep’s haircut and “baa-baa.” The only thing that’s different about this typical day on Old MacDonald’s farm
they sing the familiar song and learn about life on the farm and the sounds that farm animals make.
Old MacDonald had a farm . . . in Washington! In this delightful Washington twist on the familiar farm tune, the orca goes click click here, the goldfinch goes tweet tweet there, and everywhere's there's
reveals each Washington animal and, when closed, forms an adorable pickup truck! Friendly Washington animals and scenery fill the pages of this irresistible book for kids.
Old MacDonald Had Her Farm
Old MacDonald Had a Truck
Sing Along with Me! Old Macdonald Had a Farm

gives it new life for a new generation.
the hens “cluck-cluck;” he milks a cow as the other cows graze in the
is that young readers are clucking, mooing, baaing, and oinking as
lots of Washington pride. This chunky layered board book cleverly

They’re called Indestructibles. They could just as well be called the unstoppables! As in they don’t stop selling (shipping over 1 million copies a year), don’t stop pleasing, and don’t stop filling an essential need for new parents: a book made for the way babies “read,” with their hands and mouths. Old MacDonald Had a Farm is the E-I-E-I-Oh! classic that introduces baby to the world of farm animals and the different ways each has of
talking—the pig with his oink-oink, the cow with her moo-moo, and the baa-baas, cluck-clucks and quack-quacks that fill the farmyard. As a reminder, The Original Instructibles are chew-proof, drool-proof, rip-proof —and 100% non-toxic. And when they do get dirty, just throw them in the dishwasher. All for $5.95.
Explore the animals of Utah with this classic rhyme!
Children will love reading the fun twist on the well-known sweet rhyme and watching the animals disappear at the turn of each page. This tactile book offers plenty for young children to look at and explore, helping in their early learning!
The Little Red Hen gives old MacDonald some pointers on composting — and a legendary farm is born — in this rhyming, rollicking read-aloud. Features an audio read-along! Once upon a time, Old MacDonald didn’t have a farm. He just had a yard — a yard he didn’t want to mow. But under the direction of the wise (and ecologically sensitive) Little Red Hen, Mac learns to look at the environment in a very different way, and whole new
worlds start to bloom with the help of some mud, garbage, horse poop, and worms! Judy Sierra’s spirited verse, paired with Matthew Myers’s exuberant illustrations, yields a fresh take on a children’s classic, complete with raised-bed gardens and an organic farmers’ market—making this a perfect story for armchair gardeners and devoted locavores of all sizes.
WOODWORKS NURSERY RHYMES OLD M
A Little Apple Classic
Pete the Cat: Old MacDonald Had a Farm Board Book
Colorful, energetic illustrations add a rollicking bounce to this interpretation of the favorite song.
Presents a photographed version of the traditional song, as teddy bear Old MacDonald goes about his daily chores on the farm. On board pages.
Join Pete, from New York Times bestselling author James Dean's Pete the Cat picture-book series, as he visits a farm in this groovy version of the classic children's song "Old MacDonald Had a Farm." Children will love singing along—e-i-e-i-o!—with Pete the Cat.
The fun never has to stop with the 100% baby proof Toddler Tuffables, now available with this classic song like you’ve never seen it before: Old MacDonald Had a Farm! Join Old MacDonald on his farm and sing along with the cows, pigs, horses, ducks, and more. All new illustrations bring this
cherished song to life for a whole new generation of animal lovers. And because this is a Toddler Tuffable, any story time is fun time thanks to pages ready to take on anything a young one has to offer. Non-toxic, gnawable, non-tearable, waterproof, and washable, this book can go anywhere on
the farm. Start young ones on a lifetime of loving books!
Sing Along with Me!
Old MacDonald had a Farm
Old MacDonald had a farm E-I-E-I-O. And on that farm he had a...TRUCK?! With a DIG, DIG here and a SCOOP, SCOOP there, this board book edition of the wildly popular picture book introduces favorite machines—like the excavator, dump truck, bulldozer, and more—and will have the vehicle-obsessed of all ages reading and singing along.
Presents an illustrated version of the traditional song describing the inhabitants of Old MacDonald's farm.
The inhabitants of Old Makimba's farm in Africa, including a baboon, an elephant, and a lion, are described, verse by verse. Includes facts about African animals.
An illustrated version of the traditional song describing the inhabitants of Old Macdonald's farm.
Finger Puppet
A Sing 'N Learn Book
Old Macdonald Had a Farm
A favorite nursery rhyme counting book with cute farm animals that disappear one-by-one! Each time a die-cut card page is turned a colorful card farm animal disappears, encouraging children to learn to count as they read and sing the familiar nursery rhyme with a twist, and find out where all the animals go to! Ideal for parents to share with children age 3 and up.
How many animals does Old MacDonald have on his farm? Find out in this new edition of a beloved classic! How many animals does Old MacDonald have on his farm? Find out in this new edition of a beloved classic! Old MacDonald, a beloved children’s song across generations, gets a new look in this stunning edition. Playful illustrations bring this song to life like never before, teaching kids to identify farm animals and
their sounds in this educational edition. This classic children’s song is now in the perfect format for small hands and big imaginations.
Read the story. Then sing the story! It isn’t a secret that using songs to teach children pre-reading skills is fun and successful. This classic song is featured as a read-along and a sing-along. Explore Old MacDonald’s farm as the dogs "ruff," the pigs "oink," the horses "neigh" and more! All of your favorite farm friends come to life as Old MacDonald takes care of his animals. Bright illustrations coupled with repetitive text
make this classic song and story fun to read or sing. The fun Sing A Story series includes: Five Little Monkeys Jumping On The Bed, Old MacDonald Had A Farm, Ten In The Bed, B-I-N-G-O, Down By The Bay, Humpty Dumpty & Other Nursery Rhymes, Six Little Ducks, Five Little Skunks, ABC Nursery Rhymes, The Wheels On The Bus, This Old Man, How Many Ducks?, Old MacDonald’s Letter Farm, The ABCs, Singing The
Consonant Sounds, The Farmer In The Dell, and It’s Silly Time!
Children are invited to tag along and sing a song with Old MacDonald as they meet all the many wonderful animals on his famous farm.
Indestructibles: Old MacDonald Had a Farm
Old MacDonald Had a Farm in Utah
Old Mikamba Had a Farm

A cow head finger puppet pops up through the pages of this classic nursery rhyme.
A sing-along slider board book that's bursting with energy!
New York Times bestselling author and artist James Dean brings us a groovy rendition of the classic favorite children’s song “Old MacDonald Had a Farm,” sung by cool cat Pete and perfect for sing-along time with young readers. This board book of Pete the Cat: Old MacDonald Had a Farm features sturdy pages and is just the right size for small hands. The book is filled with vibrant, engaging
illustrations for even the youngest of Pete fans. “Old MacDonald had a farm e-i-e-i-o!”
Old MacDonald whips her farm into shape using catapults, pulleys, and flying machines.
Old MacDonald Had a Farm in Montana
Read and Share
Pop-up Fun
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